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Introduction
‘A book must be the axe for the frozen sea inside us.’ Franz Kafka.

In late 2018 I found myself thinking about doing some Kafka stories at The Blue 
Room in Perth, which has been my artistic home as an independent theatre maker 
for the past 20 years. ‘The Burrow’ is one of my favourite stories about obsession 
and paranoia, and I’d always wanted to do it onstage. Then I started reading ‘In the 
Penal Colony’ and thought, ‘Oh my god, this is about what’s happening right now 
on Nauru and Manus Island.’ Then I remembered a short fragment from The Trial 
called ‘Before the Law’, which I’d explored in a movement and text improvisation 
workshop with Andrew Morrish in 2017. I realised that all three stories together 
would make a show about legal bureaucracy, border protection and torture, and I 
decided to call it The Apparatus. 

When a friend suggested that Kafka’s work was ‘a mirror of tomorrow’, he 
reportedly covered his eyes and said, ‘You’re right.’ He also famously joked: ‘There 
is hope; just not for us.’ Yet he wrote in his diary: ‘Writing is a form of prayer.’ 

The text of The Apparatus is based on reading various translations and then 
improvising on the floor. The layout is broken up into sections with titles, and 
paragraphs of short lines, almost like stanzas of free verse. However, the titles 
aren’t intended for the audience, and the text isn’t intended to be delivered like 
poetry. I simply use this layout to help me tell the story and learn the text; so 
perhaps it will be useful for the reader or future performer too. Stage directions 
from the original production are included to help the reader visualise what 
occurred, but are not intended to be prescriptive for future productions.  

Humphrey Bower
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The Apparatus 

PART 1: BEFORE THE LAW
Stage lights, house lights and work lights are all up as the 
audience enters. The stage is littered with costumes and 
props: a white plastic garden chair lying face down, a 
military uniform, a grey onesie, a pair of lace-up boots, 
kneepads, a head-torch, a sleeping mask, gardening 
gloves, a gag, a hessian sack and some miniature packets 
of breakfast cereal. Just out of reach on a wall upstage is 
a rectangular object resembling a doorway or window 
emiting a faint light. TIM is already onstage clearing 
up as the audience enters. He wears clown-white face 
makeup, black underpants and socks. He collects the 
cereal packets, resets the costumes and props in neat 
piles on the floor, places the chair upright centre stage 
and attaches it to the lighting grid by a pulley system. 
He operates the pulley system, and the chair slowly 
ascends and hangs beneath the lighting grid. He sits at 
the lighting and sound desk against a wall onstage in full 
view of the audience, operating lights and sound, and 
occasionally snacking on breakfast cereal. Meanwhile 
HUMPH enters in identical makeup, underpants and 
socks and switches off the work lights. He puts on the 
onesie, kneepads, boots, sleeping mask, head torch and 
gardening gloves. Stage and house lights fade. During all 
of this the following text is heard in VOICEOVER.

VOICEOVER Before the Law there stands a gatekeeper. 

 A man from the country comes and asks to be admitted 
to the Law. 

 But the gatekeeper says that he can’t come in. 
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 The man from the country asks if he will be allowed to 
come in later. 

 ‘It’s possible,’ says the gatekeeper, ‘but not at the moment.’ 

 As the door is open, the man from the country tries to 
look inside. 

 The gatekeeper laughs and says: 
‘ If you’re so keen to go inside, just try! 
 But be careful: I’m powerful! 
 And I am only the least of the gatekeepers. 
 From room to room there is one gatekeeper after another, 
 Each more powerful than the last. 
 The third gatekeeper is already so terrifying, 
 Even I can hardly bear to look at him!’ 

 The gatekeeper gives him a chair 
 And the man from the country sits down outside the door. 

 There he sits for days and years. 

 He makes many attempts to be admitted,
 And the gatekeeper interviews him, 
 Asking him questions about his home and other things, 
 But he always finishes by saying that he can’t come in yet. 

 The man from the country has brought many things on 
his journey, 

 And he offers the gatekeeper everything he has. 
 The gatekeeper accepts everything, but always says: 
 ‘I’m only taking it so that you don’t think you’ve left 

anything undone.’ 

 After many years, the man’s eyes begin to fail. 
 He’s not sure if the world is really getting darker, 
 Or if his eyes are just deceiving him,
 But he becomes aware of a radiance coming from the other 

side of the door. 
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 Since he can no longer raise his stiffening body,
 He beckons to the gatekeeper, 
 And the gatekeeper asks him: 
 ‘What do you want to know now?’

 ‘Everyone wants to reach the Law,’ says the man. 
 ‘So how is it that in all these years no one else has ever 

asked to be let in?’

 The gatekeeper bends down and roars in his ear: 
 ‘No one else could be admitted here, since this door was 

made only for you! 
 I’m now going to shut it!’

HUMPH is now moving around in the darkness as if 
blind and using his hearing to orientate himself. His face 
and body are illuminated only by the head torch and the 
glow from the object on the wall. TIM remains behind the 
lighting desk, occasionally munching on breakfast cereal. 
HUMPH continues to move around and begins to speak, 
occasionally stopping to listen whenever he hears a sound 
from TIM or the audience. 
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PART 2: THE BURROW
1. The Hole

HUMPH I’ve finished building my burrow,
 and it seems to be a success.

 All you can see from outside is a big hole;
 but that leads nowhere —
 a few feet down you hit solid rock.

 I can’t boast of having come up with this intentionally;
 it’s just one of many dead ends in my construction work;
 but it seemed like a good idea
 to leave this one remaining hole without filling it in.

 True, some tricks are so clever that they defeat themselves;
 I know that better than anyone;
 and it’s certainly a risk to draw attention with this hole
 to the fact that there might be something nearby worth 

looking into.

 But you don’t know the first thing about me
 if you think that I built my burrow just out of fear.

2. The Real Entrance

 About a thousand paces from this fake hole
 lies the real entrance to the burrow,
 covered by a movable layer of moss.

 It’s securely fastened down —
 as securely as anything can be —
 but if someone stepped on the moss, or fell through it,
 my burrow would lie open, and anybody who liked —
 mind you, exceptional abilities would be required —
 could make their way in and destroy everything.
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 I’m vulnerable at that one point in the dark moss;
 and in my dreams, I often see a greedy muzzle sniffing 

around it.

3. Tunnels

 Apart from this exit,
 I’m also connected to the outer world
 by narrow, reasonably safe tunnels
 which provide me with fresh air.

 They’re the work of the field mice,
 but I’ve made good use of them,
 transforming them into an organic part of my burrow.

 They also give me the possibility of scenting things from afar,
 and thus serve as a means of protection.

 All sorts of small fry, too, come running through them,
 and these I devour;
 so I can have a little subterranean hunting,
 sufficient for a modest way of life,
 without leaving my burrow at all,
 and naturally that’s a great advantage.

4. Peace and Quiet

 But the most beautiful thing about my burrow is the peace 
and quiet.

 Of course, it’s deceptive.
 At any moment it may be shattered, 
 and then it’ll all be over.
 But for the time being, the silence is with me.

 For hours I can stroll along my passages and hear nothing,
 except the rustling of some little creature,
 which I immediately reduce to silence between my jaws;
 or the pitter-patter of soil, which alerts me to the need 

for repairs.
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 Otherwise all is still.
 The fragrance of the forest floats in.
 The air feels both warm and cool at the same time.
 Sometimes I lie down and roll around in my passages for 

sheer joy!

5. Cavities

 Every hundred yards or so
 I’ve widened the passages into cavities
 where I can curl up in comfort
 and lie there warm and cosy.

 Here I sleep the sweet sleep of tranquillity,
 of desire satisfied, 
 of ambition achieved;
 because I own a home of my own.

 Poor homeless wretches,
 on the road and in the forest,
 creeping into a pile of leaves,
 or huddling in a herd with your comrades,
 exposed to all the perils of heaven and earth,
 how I pity you!

 I lie here in my cavity,
 my room protected on every side —
 there are more than fifty rooms like this in my burrow —
 and they’re all mine, and mine alone!

6. The Castle Keep

 Not quite in the centre of the burrow
 lies the master cavity — the Castle Keep! —
 carefully chosen to serve as a refuge
 in case of extreme danger
 from siege if not from immediate pursuit.
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 While the rest of the burrow is the result
 of intense intellectual more than physical labour,
 the Castle Keep was built
 by the most arduous labour of my whole body.

 My labours were made harder by the fact
 that the soil was very loose and sandy
 right at the place where the Castle Keep should be,
 according to my calculations,
 and had to be hammered and pounded into a firm state
 to serve as a roof and walls for my chamber.

 But the only tool I possess for such labours
 is my enormous forehead.

 So I had to run with my forehead against the walls,
 thousands of times, for days and nights,
 and I was glad when my forehead started bleeding,
 because it was proof that the walls were starting to harden.

7. Supplies

 In the Castle Keep I assemble my supplies.
 Everything I capture inside the burrow,
 and everything I bring back from my hunting 

expeditions outside,
 I pile up here.

 The place is so spacious
 that food for a year hardly fills it.

 Consequently, I can spread out my supplies,
 roam amongst them, and play with them,
 enjoying their abundance and their various smells.

 That done, I can organise things,
 and make my calculations and hunting plans for the future.
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 There are times when I’m so well provided for
 that I never even touch the small fry
 that scuttle around in the burrow
 (which is probably unwise of me).

8. Modifications

 My constant preoccupation with defence
 involves frequent modifications
 in my views on how the burrow can best be organised.

 The ramifications of the burrow
 present me with so many possibilities!

 Sometimes it seems risky to make the Castle Keep
 the core of my defensive capabilities,
 and it seems wiser to divide up my supplies,
 and put a portion of them in some of the smaller rooms.

 Then I mark off every third room (let’s say)
 as a reserve storeroom,
 or every fourth as a main storeroom,
 and every second as an auxiliary storeroom, and so on.

 Of course, each of these new plans
 involves a lot of hard work.
 I have to make new calculations
 and then carry my supplies to their new hiding places.

He gets two audience members to swap places.

 True, it’s not at all unpleasant
 to carry such good food around in your jaws,
 to lie down and rest whenever you like,
 and to nibble on an occasional tasty morsel.
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9. Waking Up in the Middle of the Night

 But it’s not so pleasant
 when you suddenly wake up in the middle of the night
 with the thought that the current distribution of your supplies
 is completely and totally wrong
 and must be corrected at once,
 no matter how tired or sleepy you are!

 Then I have no time for calculation!
 Then I rush, then I fly!
 I seize whatever my teeth latch onto
 and carry or drag it back to the Castle Keep!

 Until little by little I come to my senses,
 breathe in the tranquillity of my burrow,
 which I myself have disturbed,
 return to my resting place,
 fall asleep immediately in exhaustion,
 and on awakening, find, say, a rat hanging from my jaws,
 as proof of my night’s labours.

10. Post-Restorative Comfort and Feast

 For some time after such restorative purges
 I feel a certain comfort
 in having all my passages and cavities free,
 and all my stores heaped up again in the Castle Keep,
 emitting their various and mingled smells,
 each of which pleases me in its own way,
 and every one of which I can distinguish even at a distance,
 as far as the very remotest passages.

 Then I shift my sleeping position bit by bit,
 always working my way in toward the centre of the burrow,
 always immersing myself more deeply in the mingled smells —
 until at last, I can no longer restrain myself 
 and rush into the Castle Keep,
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 fling myself upon my stores,
 and feast on the best that I can seize in my jaws
 until I’m completely gorged!

 Happy but dangerous hours!
 Anyone who knew how to exploit them 
 could easily destroy me
 without the slightest risk to themselves.

11. The Outer Labyrinth

 To regain my self-control after such lapses
 I make a practice of reviewing the burrow,
 and after necessary improvements have been carried out,
 I frequently leave it, though only for a short spell.

 I always approach the exit again with a certain solemnity.

 During my spells of home-life I avoid it.
 I even steer clear of the windings of the passages that lead to it.
 Besides, it’s no easy feat to wander around out there!
 I’ve even contrived a little maze of outer passages.

12. Beneath the Mossy Covering

He stands beneath the chair that hangs suspended from the 
lighting grid.

 But then at last I find myself beneath the mossy covering,
 which has been left untouched for so long —
 since I remain for such long stretches of time in my house —
 that it has grown fast into the soil around it;
 but only a little push with my head is needed
 and I’m in the upper world.

 For a long time, I hardly dare to make that little movement,
 and if I didn’t have to traverse the labyrinth again,
 I would certainly turn back.
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 But all the same,
 I cautiously raise the mossy covering,
 slip outside, 
 let it softly fall back again,
 and flee as fast as I can from the treacherous spot!

He exits. His voice is heard offstage roaming through the 
building and then as a voiceover moving around in the 
ceiling overhead.

13. Hunting

 [voiceover] But I’m never really free!

 True, I’m no longer confined by narrow passages,
 but hunt through the open forest,
 and I feel new powers awakening in my body
 for which there was no room, so to speak, in the burrow!

 The food is better out here too!
 Though hunting is more difficult, success more rare,
 the results are worth more, however you look at it!

 Also, I’m not permanently condemned to this free life,
 for I know that my time is circumscribed,
 that I don’t have to hunt out here forever,
 and so I can pass my time out here without a care and in 

complete enjoyment!

14. Keeping Watch

He re-enters.

 Or rather, I could, but I can’t!
 My burrow takes up too much of my thoughts!

 I fled from it fast enough,
 but soon I’m back again, sniffing at my entrance.
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 I seek out a good hiding place and keep watch —
 this time from outside — for whole days and nights.

He hides behind the lighting desk with TIM.

 At such times it’s as if I’m not so much watching over my house
 as watching myself sleeping.

 This fantasy takes such a hold on me
 that sometimes I’m seized by the childish desire
 never to return to the burrow again,
 but to settle down somewhere close to the entrance,
 to pass my life watching the entrance,
 and gloating over the protection my burrow would give me
 if I were inside it.

 Well, one is soon rudely awakened from such childish dreams!

 What does this protection amount to after all,
 which I’m contemplating from the outside?
 Can I accurately estimate the dangers I run inside the burrow
 from observations I make when outside it?

 No, I don’t watch over my own sleep, as I imagined;
 rather it is I who sleep, while the destroyer watches.

15. The Difficulty of Re-Entry

He comes out from behind the lighting desk. 

 And so I leave my observation-post
 and decide I’ve had enough of this life outside.

 I feel that there’s nothing more I can learn out here.

 But after spending such a long time watching the entrance,
 I have difficulty summoning the resolution to make my re-entry,
 which might easily draw someone’s attention,
 without knowing what’s happening behind my back!
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 (What’s happening behind my back?)

He checks to see what’s happening behind his back, then 
rushes off to find another hiding place.

16. The Experimental Burrow

 Instead I dig an experimental burrow,
 naturally at a good distance from the real entrance —
 a burrow just as wide and deep as myself —
 and seal it also with a covering of moss.

 I creep into my new hole,
 close it after me, wait patiently,
 and keep watch for short or long spells, and at various 

hours of the day;
 then fling off the moss, emerge from my experimental hole,
 and take stock of my observations!

He emerges from his hiding place and takes stock.

 These are extremely varied,
 and both good and bad,
 but I’ve never been able to discover
 a fool-proof method of descent.

 Consequently, I can’t summon the courage to go back down,
 and am seized by anxiety at the necessity of doing it soon!

17. Attempted Re-Entry/The Thorn Bush

 At last I tear myself free of all my doubts,
 and in broad daylight I rush to the trapdoor,
 fully resolved to raise it now —
 but I can’t!

 Instead, I rush past it
 and fling myself into a thorn bush —
 deliberately, as a punishment
 for some crime I don’t even know I’ve committed!
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 And now I’m forced to admit to myself that I was right all along:
 that it really is impossible to go back down into the burrow,
 without exposing the thing I love most,
 however briefly, to all my enemies,
 on the ground, in the trees, and in the air!

18. Some Random Innocent Little Creature

 And the danger is by no means fanciful, but very real!

 It need not be any particular enemy that is roused to pursue me.

 It may be some random innocent little creature,
 some disgusting little animal, who follows me out of curiosity,
 and thus, without knowing it,
 becomes the leader of the whole world against me!

 It may even be someone of my own kind —
 a burrow-lover, a connoisseur, an aficionado —
 but all the same a filthy scoundrel,
 who wants to be housed where he has not built!

 If he were actually to appear now, and discover the entrance,
 and in his obscene lust, 
 he were to set about working at it, lifting the moss;
 if he were actually to wriggle his way in instead of me,
 until only his hindquarters still showed …

 Then in my blind rage I would leap on him,
 maul him, tear the flesh from his bones,
 destroy him, drink his blood,
 and fling his corpse among the rest of my spoil!

 But nobody comes, and I’m left to my own devices.

19. Returning to the Burrow

 And so, too exhausted to be capable of thought any longer,
 I approach the entrance, raise the moss covering,
 and slowly descend —
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 leaving the door open in my distraction —
 and presently remembering my omission,
 get out again to rectify it.

 But what need was there to get out again for that?
 All that was needed was to close the moss covering!

 Right! 
 So I get back in again,
 and now at last, 
 I close the moss covering.

20. Back in the Burrow

He lies down beneath the suspended chair.

 So at last I lie down beneath the moss
 on the top of my bloodstained spoil
 and can now enjoy my longed-for sleep.

 Nothing disturbs me;
 no one has tracked me down;
 above the moss everything seems to be quiet —
 so far at least.

 I have left the upper world and am in my burrow,
 and I feel its effect at once.

 Everything is unchanged.
 No mishap seems to have occurred in my absence.
 The few little defects I note at a first glance can be easily repaired.

He gets up and walks around the space.

 First, however, I must go on my long round of all the passages —
 but that’s no hardship,
 that’s merely to commune again with old friends!

 It is for your sake, ye passages and rooms,
 and you above all, Castle Keep,
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 that I have returned,
 counting my own life as nothing in the balance,
 after foolishly trembling over it for so long,
 and postponing my return to you!
 What do I care for danger, now that I’m with you?
 You belong to me, I to you; we are united; what can harm us?

 What if my foes should be assembling up there even now,
 their muzzles preparing to penetrate the moss?

 And the burrow answers me with its silence and emptiness,
 confirming my words.

 But now a feeling of lassitude overcomes me,
 and I curl myself up in my favourite room.

He lies down again.

21. The Noise

He sits up.

 What’s that noise?

 It must be the small fry.
 They must have burrowed a new tunnel somewhere during 

my absence.
 What a busy lot they are!
 I’ve allowed them far too much latitude.
 I shall have to keep a much sharper eye on them in future.

 I must have silence in my passages!

 I shall have to listen at the walls of my passages
 and locate the source of the disturbance.

He goes into the audience.

 I didn’t hear it at all when I arrived,
 although it must certainly have been here.

He roams around the audience.
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 I don’t seem to be getting any nearer
 to the place where the noise is coming from.

 Chance itself may lead one on the track
 Where systematic investigation fails.

 It’s the technical problem that fascinates me.

 It has a perfectly clear outline —
 always on the same thin note —
 now a sort of whistling,
 and again like a kind of piping.

 I must extend my sphere of investigation.

 Accordingly, I descend the passage to the Castle Keep.

He goes back onstage.

 Strange, the same noise here too.

 I listen at the walls of the Castle Keep,
 and wherever I listen, high or low,
 at the roof or the floor, at the entrance or in the corners,
 everywhere, everywhere, I hear the same noise.

 One can, if one wishes, find comfort in the fact
 that one hears nothing at all when one stands back from 

the walls.

 But the question remains: what can it be?

 One could assume that the noise is simply the small fry at 
their work.

 But all my experience contradicts this hypothesis.
 I can’t suddenly begin to hear a thing if it has always 

been there!
 And it’s the very nature of small fry not to be heard.
 Would I have tolerated them otherwise?
 Even at the risk of starvation 
 I would have exterminated them on the spot!
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 But perhaps the noise is the work of some animal 
unknown to me.

 True, I’ve observed the various life forms down here long 
and carefully,

 but the world is full of diversity
 and is never wanting in painful surprises.

22. The Noise Stops

 Sometimes I think that the noise has stopped,
 for it makes long pauses.

 Sometimes two pauses come one after another,
 and for a while I think that it’s stopped forever.

 Then it’s as if the fountains were opened
 from which the silence of the burrow flows.

 But I’m deceiving myself:
 in the distance the whistling remains.

23. The Noise Gets Louder

 And now I make a new discovery:
 The noise seems to be growing louder —
 and this growing-louder is like a coming-nearer …

 I’ve had enough of discoveries!

 But my imagination will not rest,
 and now I have actually come to believe —
 and it’s useless to deny it to myself —
 that the whistling is made by some beast.

24. The Beast

 The beast can be heard at such a great distance because it 
works so furiously;

 it burrows through the earth as fast as another can run 
above the ground;
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 the earth trembles from its burrowing each time it stops;
 and the burrowing and the reverberation unite into one sound.

 But the nature of the noise — the whistling or piping —
 I can explain only in this way:
 that the beast’s chief means of burrowing
 is not its claws, but its muzzle, or snout.

 It bores its snout into the earth and tears out a lump;
 while it’s doing that, I hear nothing; that’s the pause;
 but then it draws in air for a new push;
 and this in-drawing of breath — which must be earth-shaking —
 this noise I hear as a faint whistling.

 But most incredible of all
 is the beast’s capacity to work without stopping.
 Day and night, it goes on burrowing,
 always thinking of its object.

25. The Final Stage

 I try to unravel the beast’s plans.
 Perhaps an understanding with it might be possible.
 If it really should break through to my burrow,
 I’ll give it some of my stores and it’ll go on its way!

 Go on its way — a fine story!

 I can dream of an understanding with the beast,
 but I know that no such thing is possible —
 that at the instant when we see each other,
 at the moment when we even guess at each other’s presence,
 we shall blindly bare our claws and teeth,
 neither of us a second before nor after the other,
 both of us filled with a new and different hunger,
 even if we should already be gorged to bursting.

 In the Castle Keep
 I choose a lovely piece of flayed red flesh.
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 I nibble and munch at the flesh,
 and think of the strange beast in the distance.

 I should enjoy my store of food as fully as possible 
 while I still have the chance.
 This is probably the sole plan I have left
 that I can still carry out.

Music: Faure Requiem (Introit). TIM operates the pulley 
system and the chair slowly descends from the grid. 
HUMPH removes the head torch, sleeping mask and gloves 
and puts on the military uniform. The lights get brighter. 
Music ends. The sounds of a tropical island are heard: 
waves breaking gently on a beach.

PART 3: IN THE PENAL COLONY
1. The Officer/The Island/Home

HUMPH This uniform’s too heavy for the climate out here, 
 but it reminds me of home.
 And we all like to be reminded of home, don’t we?
 No matter who or where we are.

 Home: I love that word!

He places the chair face down.

2. The Apparatus

 There! It’s ready now.
 Take a look.
 Beautiful isn’t it?
 I mean, how good is that?
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 You have to adjust a few things by hand,
 but then it pretty much works by itself.

 Sometimes things go wrong, of course.
 Hopefully nothing goes wrong tonight,
 but you never know, do you Tim?

 Anyway, if anything does go wrong,
 it’s usually something minor we can fix straight away.
 (Isn’t that right Tim?)

 Everyone relaxed and comfortable?
 Great! Let’s get started.

3. The Minister

 I don’t know if the minister has already explained how 
this works,

 but indulge me if he has.

 See, this whole system was invented by the minister.
 I was involved in the early stages, right through to completion,
 but the credit for the original idea goes to him alone.

 Those of us who are his friends and supporters
 know that the system is so perfect
 that even if he was replaced,
 even if his replacement had million new ideas in their head
 about how to improve things,
 they wouldn’t change the fundamentals.
 You can bet your bottom dollar on that!

4. The Explanation/The Three Parts/The Harrow

 I’m going to explain a few things first before we start it up.
 Then you’ll be able to follow things better once we get it going.

 It’s got three parts. (Like this show, eh, Tim?)
 Each part has a name. (Just like the show!)
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 The bottom bit is called ‘the Bed’,
 the top bit’s ‘the Designer’,
 and the bit in the middle that moves up and down
 is called ‘the Harrow’. (Good name for it.)

 Anyone know what a harrow is? Yeah? No? Kind of?
 It’s like a big heavy frame with teeth.
 You drag up and down the paddock after you’ve ploughed it.
 At least we used to in the good old days.

 Anyway, the whole thing works like a harrow,
 but it’s a lot more artistic.

5. The Bed

 See, you lay them down on the Bed —
 It’s covered with a layer of cotton wool.
 The cotton wool’s been specially prepared.
 (I’ll tell you why in a minute.)

 Anyway, you lay them down on the cotton wool −
 face down — no clothes on, of course —
 And there are straps for the hands, the feet, and the neck,
 to hold them down.

 At the head of the Bed —
 where, like I said, they lay down their face —
 is this little gag made of felt,
 which is adjustable so it goes straight into their mouth.

 It’s to stop them from screaming or biting their tongue off.

 As soon as they’re strapped down,
 the Bed starts moving
 up and down and side to side
 in little quick vibrations.

 You’ve probably seen something similar in airports and 
shopping centres,

 but this is a lot more precise.
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 See, the movements of the Bed and the movements of 
the Harrow

 have to match each other perfectly.

 The engine was made in Germany.
 Mercedes Benz.

6. The Design Drawings

 I’ve got the design drawings right here,
 made by the Minister himself.
 You can look but you can’t touch.
 They’re my most precious possessions.

 That’s right: the Minister’s own drawings!

 He’s combination of everything, that man:
 soldier, scholar, scientist, artist, engineer, politician, 

policeman —
 a true-blue Aussie all-rounder; a Renaissance man.
 Fucken genius!

 I love that man.

7. The Example

 Anyway, enough pussyfooting around!
 Who wants to see some action?
 Yeah!
 That’s what you’re all here for, isn’t it?

 Anyone want to step up?
 Yeah? No? Maybe?
 Maybe you’d rather watch.
 I know how you feel.

 Come on, then, Tim, out you come!
 Stand here!
 Come on, hurry up!
 (See, he doesn’t understand a word I say.)
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TIM comes and stands behind the chair.

 What’s his crime?
 Doesn’t matter!
 It’ll be something simple,
 like it always is with these animals.
 He’s come here illegally,
 or he’s a people-smuggler,
 or he’s a fucken terrorist.

8. The Trial

 See, this is how it works:
 I’m the judge here —
 judge, jury and executioner —
 despite my lack of legal or medical training.

 I’m the Minister’s right-hand man.
 I know more about the apparatus than anyone 
 (apart from the Minister of course).

 My three guiding principles are:
 presumed guilty;
 verdict is final;
 and mandatory sentencing.

 See, other courts you might be familiar with
 have lawyers and evidence, expert opinion,
 juries, review panels, courts of appeal —
 We don’t bother with any of that bullshit here!

 I’ve got him!
 I’m not going to let him go!

 If I interrogated him,
 he’d only tell lies,
 and if I exposed those lies,
 he’d only back them up with more lies.
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9. The Sentence

 Anyway, whatever law he’s broken
 gets written on his body by the Harrow.

 Take this bloke, for instance.
 He might get: Honour Your Superiors.

 Does he understand his sentence?
 Doesn’t matter.
 And there’s no point in telling him.
 He learns it on his body.

 When he lies down on the Bed it starts to vibrate,
 and the Harrow gets lowered onto his body.
 It adjusts itself automatically,
 so the needles barely touch the skin.

 See, there are two kinds of needles.
 Each long needle has a short one beside it.
 The long needle does the writing,
 and the short one sprays a jet of water
 to wash away all the blood,
 so the inscription’s clearly visible.

 The one drawback is the whole thing gets so messy –
 but the Minister’s thought of everything, hasn’t he?
 Blood and water get diverted through a channel,
 down a waste pipe and into the pit.

10. The Inscription

 So now you know all about it — except the most 
important thing.

 Inside the Designer is, like, the brain of the computer –
 the circuitry, the motherboard, the hard drive, or whatever 

you call it —
 that controls the movements of the Harrow
 according to the inscription demanded by the sentence.
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 The writing goes around the body like a … whaddayacallit?
 A girdle! Yeah, a girdle!
 The rest of the body is for the curly-whirly bits 
 and the fancy flourishes.

 I can see you’re starting to appreciate it now.

 Lemme give you a demo.

He goes to the desk. ‘Tropical island’ music plays. TIM turns 
slowly on the spot.

11. The Demonstration

 When it finishes the first draft of the inscription,
 the cotton wool starts to roll
 and turns the body over,
 to give the Harrow fresh skin for writing on.

 Meanwhile the part that’s been written on
 is lying on the cotton wool,
 which is specially prepared (remember?) to staunch the bleeding
 and make it ready for a deeper inscription.

 While the body turns around,
 the teeth at the edge of the Harrow
 peel the cotton wool away from the wounds
 and chuck it into the pit.

12. The Turning Point

 It takes about twelve hours on average.

 After two hours the gag is taken away,
 because they don’t have the strength to scream anymore.

 Then some warm porridge gets poured into a little basin 
beside their head,

 and they can lap some up if they want to, like a little doggie.
 (None of them ever misses the chance.)
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 Around the sixth hour though, they lose all desire to eat.
 They never swallow that last mouthful,
 they just roll it around in their mouth and spit it out.
 (You have to watch out or they’ll spit it in your face!)

 They go so quiet, around that sixth hour!
 It’s like they start to understand,
 like they’re listening with their whole body,
 or reading the script with their wounds.

 Their eyes start to shine.
 Enlightenment comes — even to an animal.
 It’s like an epiphany.

 You could almost be tempted to get under the Harrow
 and experience it for yourself!

 It’s not over yet though.
 It takes another six hours to get the job done.

 By that time the needles have pierced right through him.

 Then it chucks him down into the pit —
 down on all the blood and water and the cotton wool.

 Then the sentence has been carried out, 
 and then we bury him.

13. The Vomit

TIM vomits breakfast cereal all over the chair.

 Not again! Look at what you’ve done!
 It’s disgusting! Ya fucken animal!
 What have you been eating? Look at this stuff!
 No wonder you feel sick! Get back behind the desk!

TIM goes back behind the desk. HUMPH strips to his 
underwear. 
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 Can’t rely on anyone these days.
 Have to do everything myself.

Music: Mozart Requiem (‘Introitus’).

14. The Old Days

 In the old days the whole place was packed!
 Everyone came to watch: 
 the minister and his wife, the staff and their families,
 thousands of spectators, as far as the eye could see.

 It was like being at Perth Stadium or the MCG.
 They even screened it on Foxtel!

 Everyone wanted a seat in the front row, or in one of the 
corporate boxes,

 but the minister always insisted: women and children first!
 I’d often be sitting in the member’s stand
 with a little child in each arm.

 There were fanfares and fireworks!
 The freshly cleaned machine was gleaming in the sun!

 The condemned man was laid down under the Harrow
 by the minister himself.

 And then the execution began!
 Nothing went wrong: the engine just purred!

 Some people didn’t even watch,
 just lay on the ground with closed eyes.
 They all knew what was happening:
 justice was being done.

 You could just hear the prisoner’s groans,
 muffled by the gag.

 We all absorbed the look of …
 transfiguration … on his face.
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 We bathed in the radiance of justice,
 like a beautiful sunset, glowing and fading away!

15. The Time Has Come

 But I can see you’re still not convinced.

 Well then, I guess there’s only one thing for it.

 Tim.

 Strap me in.

 Justice Will Be Done!

HUMPH lies face down on the upturned chair. TIM ties 
his hands behind his back.

 The gag, Tim, don’t forget the gag!

 And the bag, Tim, the bag!

TIM puts the gag in HUMPH’s mouth and covers his 
head with the hessian sack. He goes back to the desk and 
activates another pulley system. A reddish brown liquid 
resembling blood or shit begins to trickle and then pour 
down from the lighting grid onto HUMPH. The Mozart 
Requiem Continues. 

End of play.
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